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Coffa files (.coffa) contain the sequencing output and several analysis properties of a
single digitalMLPA reaction. These files are produced in the first steps of the data
analysis using data from the FASTQ file(s). As Coffa files are relatively small (typically
<1 MB), they are a convenient alternative to FASTQ files to store or transfer the
results from a digitalMLPA experiment. They contain all the information required for
the data analysis by Coffalyser digitalMLPA.

Coffa files can be generated with a command line tool. This can be useful for NGS
service providers that pool digitalMLPA experiments from several end users in a
single sequencing run, as this allows the service provider to supply each end user
with the sequencing output of their own experiment. The end users can continue the
analysis of their own experiment(s) with Coffalyser digitalMLPA. The Coffalyser
digitalMLPA User Manual contains instructions on how to use the command line for
this purpose.

Note
Each Coffa file contains the sequencing output of a single reaction. To analyse the
results of an experiment, Coffa files for all reactions in the experiment are required.
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The information provided in this material is correct for the majority of our products.
However, for certain applications, the instructions for use may differ. In the event of
conflicting information, the relevant instructions for use take precedence.
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